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REVIEW OF U.S. METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET NETWORK

ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

HI. J. AUI'M KAMP!. and IN. LOU\VlEN*IlIAI.

U~S A rniv Electronics Research and_12evelopntcni LarorLry,
leopt Ahin11mfilh t 2 't t 'S' I

Abstract: The more complote the picture bccanio of the tmospheric circulation up to ap.
proximately 100000 ft. the greater was thc desire to obtain data front higher levels. Thi~s
desire became an urgent requirement after Scherhiag's detection of the so-called explosive
warming which seemed to start from levels higher thian those attainable by balloons and
to propagate downwards.

In order to obtain synoptic data fromt these higher levels, the balloon had to be replaced
by small inexpensive rockets as instrument carriers. WVhile thcse small meteorological
rockets for operational use were being developed, representatives of various agencies
within the United States, interested in uipper air meteorological research, agreed to sup-
port andl operate a synoptic meteorological rocket network. This network, which started
wvith three stations in the fall of 19)59, now% consists of I I stations which more or less
regularly conduct synoptic rocket soundings to acquire wvind and1 tcmperature data tip to
a~pproximately 60 km. ARCAS and LOKI rockets are employedl as sounding vehicles.
During the first year of operation daily flights were carried out du1ring the mlid mionth of
each season. Since the Spring of 19611, three flights per wveek throuighout the year are
scheduled.

Parallel with these routine ascents, theoretical and field experiments are conducted to
improve the sounding system and to determine more accurately the errors of the various
meteorological sensors. As at result of these synoptic meteorological rocket firings, it-
was possible to draw contour ind wind maps for the United States and Canada for levels
between 30 to 60 kmn. Plans are being made to extend the synoptic investigation to the
level between 60 kmi to at least 100 kmn oil atniospheric strata which, as pilot experiments
have indicaited, is very active dvna micallv.

Pername: '-lem HC~ee CTaiOHnaIcL H~a PTH11a aTmoc4)epIIOfi LkHHYJiIW1IH, AO
BlCOTbI nlPH6Jl1131lTea~bHO 100.000 41lYTOf, TeM CIIJIbJIle 3'paCTLIO HiWrnule
IIOny4HTb AaHl1ble c 6onee IBIacoKix ypoiniefl. O-TO ite::aie nepepocno 11
hleOI5XO2AHMOCTb nocqie Toro, mcax 1llexapr o6iiapyw.cnj nomifuiueiiue Temrrepa-
'Pypbl, HwOTpoe InftHfanomb 111. OI~COTaTx, IOAOCTH)KIIMb1X JXJISI UWapO1J3OI1JOB,

JuiHtibie C 3THX BbICOKHX ypoBIeCil, itapia 3oni iieofxoUnmo tGbh:o 3ameHHTb.
ife6onbuzmiNH HeAopol'HMII paiceTamn, itoTopi~iP moFJH 6u~ cJIy)ITb IOCHTeTi-
,anh anhlapaTypbl. B TO Bpemnl, icor;ja co3ailnJuufCb T1lKI010 MeTCOPOAO1-It4CCKHH
paRCeTb, npeA1CTflBHTejn1H p3;IA11 lIX atic-rCtl CoeuAudIrmIIX IIITal'o3, ;3alfu-
Tepecomi ubIC) BI mereopoJortmecitoM tui~coaonm ncpxiieli aTmoc4j)epbI,
cor.IIciuJ1CI 1IOJAtOPMHI4DTb It ot3cJyxI1iaTIh CeTb CIIOHOTIqC~CHHX CTa11XHi
no zlanyciy INCTeOpo.1orlmecKix paiteTr. :)ra cem, 1CoTOpasi rnatiaia cnoe
eviiteCUo Ila1Ilne, ocilblO 1959 r'OAnji C Tpex C'raHutili, COCTOIIT TeepIJ ;1(3
c-rami~t~ii, lIPOl1OJAJ1UIHX (5)ojiee will1 bimCicC peI'ylsiptibi b13 auycicit NICTeOpo:10-

i-u'iecix paicei-, H flojiyttaCT ;ta11uirzae o BCrpe If TeMh1CpflTyp( IpHGJIU3II-
'n-iibiiO ito 6JO c. lHcno.11.aytorest pamno;,t AP KA( ir .TIOF1 I. 13 iieplinihi rowt
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pa6omiii B epe~iieMt NtCSIIW xica oro Ce.3ona flP0130J1.1UCb ewe~mmitbie 3anyc-
im. Haluit c Deciibi 1961 r. nporpwstsia npCxycmaTpHl3Il!'I' Tj)It uanycita

itii e~ejiio Bi Teqe]He Bcero r-oAU. K pohie 3TIIX Tnp01pammitbix 3aiycxou -lsil
ycoIBepwueIcTBoDamtsi CH1CTeiM1,I 301;tHPO13lfl1I1 If Goniee TO4Horo or~peeAelC11
01111160Kx pa3a111l-blX meepnriteni 171pHO3p013 11POBoAHrrcii 3anyctun
p)BKOT AAS15 o~ecnetiel-115 TeopeTHxlecxHx it ,tpyrisx 9lcnepHhieHTa.1ibm-1Ix 3a~aq.
1i pe3yn bTaTe aanyccor mcTeopowiorimecxllx paltCT non ii.'iacit Hoz3m0m1-
iiocvrj cotauI,4 HIITyPlllolX xllpTr 11 xIpT IICTP013 11111A CWlIA 11 H11nia,11,01 AJI..

;Lolill H Ii, 110 Itptifl ell Mello; )to 111,I100114 100 1011. '1'.e. 'IreX V10011i IlTMOCIII)rII1,

1. Introduction

'[Lw exploration of tile upper atmosphere with rockets in the Unitedl
State,4 regarding meteorological pararneter.4 gtarted after World War 11. At
first, captured German V-2's werc used for this purpose, and later American-
built rockets like the Viking and the "workhorse" Aerobee. These firings
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Fig. 1. Comnpatrison betweca te uld NXACA stt Iadrd at nmsplierv and rcke t dIa ttI btied
by the rockct-grcnade expvrinient at the \WhIite- SatIlii Misisile lzange.

were carried out at the WVhite Sands Mlissile Range, measuring temperature,

pressure, density, and wvindl composition up to approximately 100 km. Thle
results of these firings demonstrated the great importance of such direct

measurements of the metcorological parameters at the altitudes which cannot
be reached by balloons. A,; canl bC seen in fig. 1, the actual mesopeak tern-
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F ig. 8. Arcas rocket ready for insertion into the launcher, which for this purpose is in the
horizontal positioli.

Fig. 10(. ]"Caod theit itnistor for use0 in rocketsoilIs comp a red wi th hii uman hair see
alx)(ve the bead.



Fig. 9. TI'I G ammnia nc kctsnde for the A rcas rocket.
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perature at 30' latitude, for example, is in thle Nvicinity of 00 C and not around
70' C as indicated by the NACA Standard Atmosphere, which was estab-
lished from indirect measurements and which, until 1951, was used by rocket
and missile designers as standard. Wkhile subsequent measurements at

90-
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104 A

0- 105 V 0,
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Fig. 2. Siitn in er and approx imate Incani winter tenilperate yes over lUort Chuiirch ill, Canada,
as determined bN, the rocket-grenade experiment according to Strouid, e'I at.

White Sands Missile Range confirnmed these results, it seemed to be very
desirable to find out whether or not the samne results would be ob~tainedl in
more northern latitudes. Thle IGY offered an excellent oportunity to carry
out such measurements at Fort Churchill, Canada. '[le results of these meas-
urements yielded another surprise; namely, that the temperatures in winter
between 70 and 90 km are much warmer than in summer (fig. 2). The average
difference reached a. maximum of 60 to 700 C. according to the data collected
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by Stroud el al.[1]. Dr. Nordberg, in a subsequent paper in this symposium,
discusses more extensively these conditions above 60 km.

The IGY rocket series also indicated that in the regions above the reach of
balloons the atmospheric circulation is not always westerly in winter and
easterly in summer, but that these predominant wind regimes may, from
time to time, be severely disturbed. These firings indicated, furthermore, that
the very interesting explosive warmings in the upper stratosphere and lower
mesosphere which has been discovered by Scherhag 1*21 in 1952, using bal-
loons, occurred also at higher altitudes.

It was clear that, in order to explain these extremely interesting phen-
omena, the sporadic rocket ascents that had been carried out up to that time
must be replaced by systematic synoptic rocket measurements at various
locations. With this in mind, meteorologists of the United States interested
in upper-air meteorological research met and decided to create a meteoro-
logical rocket network.

2. Organization of the Meteorological Rocket Network

All agencies which were approached to lend support to this undertaking
responded enthusiastically. In order to cover all research and operational
aspects in this endeavor, close cooperation and coordination of all concerned
were necessary. Participating in the formation of the Meteorological Rocket
Network were: the US Air Force, Army, Navy, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, the Weather Bureau, Rand Corporation, and Sandia
Corporation. Th- cordination was established by the creation of two groups
(fig. 3): the joint Scientific Advisory Group (JSA(;) of the Meteorological
Rocket Network and the nhwl, formed Meteorological Rocket Network
Committee of the already existing Meteorological Working (;rou of the
Inter Range Instrumentation (;roup (MRNC-MWG-I RIG).

The members of the first group are scientists engaged in upper-air meteoro-
logical research and in development of rocket instrumentation for upper-air
research. The task of this group consists of designing experiments related to
the network activities, performing error analysis of the various sensors, and
analyzing the resulting data. It had also an advisory function, i.e., advising
the second group, which consists of the meteorologists of the various proving
grounds participating in the Meteorological Rocket Network. This second
group is responsible for the operation of the network. It is the focal point for
the transfer of information relative to the efficiency of the meteorological
rockets and their procurement, as well as the formation of firing schedules,
deployment of equipment, and initial dissemination of the data. The group
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U.S. SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET NETWORK

JOINT SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY GROUP MET. ROCKET NETWORK COMMITTEE
MET. ROCKET NETWORK OF IRIG

MEMBERS'. SCIENTISTS OF VARIOUS MEMBERS: METEOROLOGISTS OF
R&D INSTALLATIONS VARIOUS MISSILE

RANGES

Fig. 31. Organlization of thle jocint IT~S Mieteorologival Rocket Network.

has (lone an outstanding service to all upper-air meteorologists. This is par-
ticularly noteworthy since all these functions are carried out onl a voluntary
basis in a cooperative fashion.

Since the rocket ascents had to be carried out at rocket proving grounds,
the stations indicated in fig. 4 were chosen as firing sites. A few firings have
also been made at Eniwetok, Marshall Islands, and Hawaiian Islands.

Originally, daily firings during the midmonth of each season wvere sched-
uled. It was furthermore planned to carry out about six daily firings,, on a
few clays at stations like White Sands Missile Range and Tonopah which,
because of the high elev'ation, would guarantee' iing. to at lea, 0k o
the investigation of tidal winds. Finally, it was intended to carry out several
firings pcr da fiteresting weather situations like the explosive warmings
should occur.

After about L!, years of operlationl, thle dlata collectedl suggested that it
wouild be more advisable to make rocket aSCCIntS two or three times a1 week
throughouit the year rather than daily firings in the midmionth of each season.
Accordingly, the schedule was changed. While all1 stations in fig. .1 plus1 the
three stations ill the Pacific Ocean particip~ated in the synoptic network
firings, it was often impossible to have simultaneous firings at all stations.
This is understandable, considering the difiinIties whliich occur inl coordina -
ting these firings with the various range facilities, phis2 tile fact that the
rockets as well as the instrumentation are still in a research and develop~ment
statuis.
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3. Instrumentation

It is evident that the idea of a synoptic rocket network as envisioned
above could be realized only if much smaller rockets than V-2's and Aerobees
could be made available. As seen in fig. 5, the research rocket development
came a long way before it arrived at the Loki and Areas rockets, which were
used in the Meteorological Rocket Network. Both rockets reach altitudes in
excess of 60 kin, if fired from sea level at an angle of 85 degrees. The Loki
(fig. 6), with booster and dart, weighs 29 pounds and is about 1.8 m tall.

-U

28,000 LBS. 14 600 LBS. 1600 LBS. 1700 LBS. 350 LBS. 75 LBS. 30 LBS.
$400 000 $50.000 $10000 $4000 $1500 $1000

1.ig. 5. S ) e of the upper-atmosphere research rockets used in the United States since 1!946.

The dart has an inner diameter of about 3 cm, and the length of tile payload
contained is approximately 50 cm. For the network firings it was filled with
I to 2 pounds of metalized nylon chaff having a diameter between 0.2 and
0.5 mam, which was ejected at the top of the rocket trajectory and tracked by
radar. Theoretical computations by Barr [3] indicate that 0.3-mm nylon
chaff tracks the wind practically instantaneously below 60 kin, and no
correction to the wind as measured by the radar needs be made if one is
satisfied with a wind speed error of less than 5 mi/h. An automatic track of
the chaff trajectory from about 61 km to 28 km is seen in fig. 7. The Loki I1
booster accelerates very rapidly and the rocket is therefore largely insensitive
to low-level winds. The 1.oki II has been fired in winds in excess of 50 mi/h.

Insensitivity to low-level winds is unfortunately not so in the case of the
Areas rocket (fig. ,1), which was and still is the workhorse with respect to the
meteorological rocket network firings. The Arcas is a one-stage rocket
weighing, with payload, 77 pounds; it is approximately 2.3 meters long and
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carries a payload of roughly 12 pounds, consisting of a metallized silk para-
chute 4.5 meters in diameter and a radiosonde (fig. 9). The latter is essentially
the AN/AMT-4 radiosonde which was modified by the US Army Signal
Missile Support Agency to accommodate a tiny 250-micron bead thermistor,

230kft

220 CAPE CANAVERAL

25 Jan'60

210 0012' Chaff

200

190

160

170

160

150

140

130 Horizontal Plot

120

100

90

Fig. 7. lorizontal and vertical track of chaff as measured by radar (plotting board record).
Numbers at left represent thousands of feet elevation.

which is aluminized to decrease the radiation error (fig. 10). If the bead is
perfectly aluminized, the radiation error at 50 km should not exceed about
10 C [4, 5]. Unfortunately, the aluminization is not always perfect and there-
fore the error is usually larger, but should not exceed 5' C.

An interesting phenomenon which is illustrated in figs. 11 and 12 occurs
from time to time and is not associated with the electronic circuitry within
the sonde. These are the so-called "spikes" appearing on the temperature
trace. Fig. 11 shows the record of the bead thermistor in a balloon-borne
sonde, and depicts the temperature spikes most clearly. As can be seen, the
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spikes start from the base (left edge) of the record and extend out to higher
temperatures. Thus, the left edge of the record is the correct temperature
(to be adjusted for radiation and dynamic heating). Personnel of the US
Army Missile Support Agency believe, after some experimentation with the

I T.

- 1-J

111S W Otti
6..W I.4,

T
PI Z - 7 F

* ~O VttMf rpf O .I h I 4Qt

Fig. 11. Temperatuire record ofan A.N/AMTr4 radiosonlde with bcad thermistor carried on

a balloon to ap~proximately :10 km. The thermistor wais miounfted at the end of t 60-cm-long
boomi, ex tendinog sidewar(Is fromn the radiosonde.

location of the bead thermistor, that the spikes arc caused by heat flow

coming fromn the relatively thin support wvires of the beadvwhile theC sonde is
swinging. It is felt, however, that more data have to be collected for a con-
clusive answer. It should be mentioned here that in the "gamma" sonde the
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bead thermistor is installed in front of the sonde betwNeen the uppermost two

wires seen in fig. 9.

The rocketsonde, at the present time, measures the temperature only; the

wind is determined by radar tracking of the metallized parachute.
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4. Results

So far, roughly 700 rocket flights have been carried out during the rocket
network operation since its initiation in October 1959 when the first pilot
firings were carried out at Point Mugu, Fort Churchill, and Fort Greely.

Theoretical investigations have indicated that, in addition to the chaff (as
already mentioned), the parachute and the Robin are good wind sensors
below 60 kin, and in most cases do not need any correction if a wind-velocity
accuracy of ± 5 mi/h is tolerated. Simplified computations on the wind-
tracking ability of parachutes have been carried out by personnel of NASA,
and an error analysis concerning wind and density as measured by the
Robin have been carried out by personnel of the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories. The latter believe that the density can be deter-
mined to an accuracy of 2 to 3 percent.

Some experiments concerning the comparison of the various wind sensors
have been conducted. These tests, in which the different wind sensors (chaff,
parachute and Robin balloon) were released within about one hour, yielded
that the difference of wind values as measured with these instruments is
within the limits of the time variability of the wind in these altitudes.

This time variability was determined from limited wind measurements
using the Loki chaff method at Cape Canaveral, Florida, on nine days during
July and August 1960. The results of these limited data are shown in figs. 14
and 15. The various pairs of rockets from which the time variability of the
wind was determined were fired within a time period of, on the average,
.10 minutes (with 20 and 60 minutes as the limits). As can be seen, the wind
variability increases with altitude from about 25 to 65 ki, reaching appro-
ximately 8m/sec, or 18 mi/h. The direction variability varies from 5' at
28 km which is within the accuracy of the measuring method to about 250 at
60 km. Above this level it decreases again somewhat, which is not too signi--
ficant in view of the limited amount of data available.

The changes of wind speed and direction over Pt. Mugu, California, in the
course of 17 months are illustrated in fig. 16 [6]. This shows the summerly
east and winterly west wind regimes with up to 250 knots wind speed at
around 45 to 65 km. It shows, furthermore, chaotic and weak winds during
spring and fall and a temporary breakdown in the upper flow late in January.

Fig. 17 shows in component presentation the winds of the months of
June, July, August, and September over White Sands, New Mexico. The
small N-S components are evident; also, the transition in September from
the summer easterly to the winter westerly regime at high levels should be
noted. Below 25 km the summer regime is still predominant.
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Making extensive use of the meteorological network data, Battan [7]
composed a picture of the global atmospheric circulation up to 100 km with
time (fig. 18) and space (fig. 19) which shows the strong westerly jet in
winter at around 70 kin, and a somewhat weaker easterly jet in summer at
around 55 km. While fig. 18 shows an indication of easterly winds in mid-
winter between about 35 and 55 kin, this break in the winterly west wind

65- 65-

60 - 60

55 55

E 50 50

45 w 45

I--

35 -35-

30 - 30-

25 - _ _ 25 I

2 4 6 8 5 10 15 20 25
AV (MPS) DIRECTION DIFFERENCE (DEGREES)

Fig. 14. Vertical distribution of short period Fig. 15. Vertical distribution of short-
wind speed variability at Cape Canaveral, period wind direction variability at Cape

Florida, in suimmer. Canaveral, Florida, in summer.

circulation is clearly shown in figs. 20, 21 and 22, which Keegan [8] derived
from rocket network and balloon data of the winters of 1960 (figs. 20 and 21)
and 1961 (fig. 22). Figs. 20 and 21 demonstrate the similarity between the
wind patterns at opposite sides of the North American continent. The wind
reversal centered at 30 km in late January and early February dominates
both cross sections. The greatest measured wind change occurred in the
layer between about 30 and 40 km. There the zonal wind changed from
roughly 40 to 60 m/s West to 10 to 30 m/s East. By 5 February the wind
profiles above both stations had returned to "normal."
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WIND AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
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Fig. 16. Plot on a nonlinear time base of meteorological rocket winds in knots, at Point
Mugu, California (according to J. ]E. Masterson, et al). Each flag represents 50 knots and each

half barb 5 knots.

In contrast to 1960 when one prolonged disturbance affected the high
levels, a series of disturbances occurred in the winter of 1961 (fig. 22). On
:17 January the westerly wvinds reached a maximum at 60 km with 120 rn/sec,
and easterly wvinds wvere reported as high as 50 km on the 20th. Unfor-
tunately, data for the following days are missing so that the extent and mag-
nitude of these easterly winds could not be determined. A second period of
easterlies occurred early in February between 35 and 55 km. The centers of
these easterlies in the winter of 1961 were located at higher altitudes and
they also were of shorter duration than those of the previous winter. On the
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Fig. 18. Ti17 cross section of the zonal wind between latitudes of 30 and 40 degrees (speed

in m/sec) (according to E. S. Battan).

whole, the upper-air circulation in the winter of 1961 was apparently less
settled than that in 1960.

In a subsequent paper in this symposium, Messrs Tewveles and Finger
discuss in more detail synoptic studies based on rocketsonde data.

Fig. 23 shows the temperature profile over White Sands, New Mexico,
during summer and fall, 1960. Fig. 24 shows the temperature profile over
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Fort Churchill, Canada, during August and November. The striking features
of these figures are that there is very little difference between the tempera-
ture profiles over White Sands of sumnmer and fall between 25 and 50 kin, but
that the difference in the temperature profiles of August and November
over Fort Churchill is very great. At around 40 km the difference is more
than 30" C.
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Using the temperature measurements made by the rocketsondes and the
pressure at 30 km as determined by balloon ascents, it was possible to draw,
for the first time, average 1-mb maps for summer and winter over the Ameri-
can continent, which are shown in figs. 25 and 26.

5. Future plans

While the US Meteorological Rocket Network is considered to be still in
the research and development status, the firings will become gradually
routine and the entire organization will then probably be taken over by
the US Weather Bureau. It is hoped that more stations in the northern
hemisphere and also in the southern hemisphere will join us so that we shall
have, in the not too distant future, a global meteorological rocket network
making routine or quasi-synoptic (considering the phase of tidal winds)
rocket ascents as has been done for many years with balloons.

In the meantime, the improvement of the present sensors and the develop-
ment of new sensors are progressing. The US Army Signal Research and
Development Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, has already successfully tested
the previously mentioned Rocketsonde AN/DMQ-6. (Fig. 27). It carries in
addition to a bead thermistor, a hypsometer, shown in fig. 28, which yielded
very encouraging results in the few test flights carried out so far.

The AN/DMQ-6 was developed in order to be independent of the radar
equipment on the missile ranges. Using on the ground the AN/GMD-2
system, the altitudes of the sonde can be determined from the range and
elevation angle. The AN/GMD-2 system is essentially an AN/GMD-1 system
plus a range-determination accessory.

Also in the design status at the US Army Signal. Research and Develop-
ment Laboratory and its contractor is a four-channel parallel telemetering
rocketsonde AN/DMQ(XE-1) (fig. 29). With this sonde the sensors do not
have to share the telemetering system, but four sensors can telemeter
simultaneously. A few sensors considered for this sonde are also shown in
fig. 29.

While these instruments are being designed to fit the Arcas or a similar
rocket, small instrument packages for measuring temperature, density, and
pressure and fitting the Loki rocket are also being developed and some have
already been successfully test-flown.

Thus, the instrument designers have their hands full in developing more
and better sensors to be flown in the future meteorological network rockets.
However, the research meteorologist will not be idle. He must analyze all
the continuously incoming data, which will be increasingly better in quality
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and considerably more numerous. At the same time, while the network is
sending rockets and radiosondes up to about 70 km, more and more on a
routine basis, he must look forward and upward. The network should spread
not only laterally, but also vertically. The fact that very interesting pheno-

mena occur at the layers adjacent to the level covered by the meteorological
rocket network may be seen in figs. 30, 31, and 32, which are self-explanatory.
Winds of more than 500 mi/h and shears of the order of 10 -1 per sec have

been determined. In order to find out the extent of these phenomena, some

kind of synoptic investigations of these layers also will have to be carried

out. How this can be done is described by Professor Blamont in a subsequent
paper in this symposium.

Much has been accomplished in the past two years in setting up the

network. We are sure that in only a few years meteorologists will have a

comprehensive, global picture of the atmosphere from the ground up through

the mesosphere.
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